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I . INTRODUCTION 

During the last 10-15 years considerable progress has been 
made in the experimental and theoretical investigation of fis
sion barriers - a fundamental feature of the process which de
tenDines the stability of the heaviest atomic nuclei and the 
boundaries of the Mendeleev Periodic Table. The exploration. 
of this feature is very important in solving the problem of 
the existence of the predicted superheavy elements (SHE) of 
Z> 110 and N = 184 in the vicinity of the classical (liquid.,
d£op) limit of nuclear stability against fission. Fig.] shows 
a part of the chart of isotopes with Z ~ 80 including the 
nuclides for which experimental data on fission harriers are 
availab1e (see, e.g., refs/l·tO/ and referenCes therein). 
From this figure it follows that most of experimental data 
cover the region of nuclei with 90 ~ Z ~ 99 and 140 ~ N < 155 
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Fig. I. Part of the chart of nuclides with Z?_BO. The 
UUCiei for which there exist experimental data on 
fission barriers are indicated by squares and points 
(o - data obtained from f3DF studies 111·17/ • - data 
obtained by other methods !HOI ). 
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adjacent to the valley of {3 -stability. The most detailed and 
systematic information on fission barriers has been obtained 
in direct reactions of the type (3He,df) _, ( 3He,tf), etc., in 
the reactions (n, f) and (y, f), as well as in the studies of spon
taneously fissioning isomers. Britt was right to note in 
re£. 111 that the extensive possibilities of these methods are 
presently exhausted; they made it possible to obt~in informa
tion for practically all the nuclei which can really be in
vestigated by these methods. 

For a number of neutron-deficient nuclei adjacent to the 
investigated region, the fission barriers have been recently 
determined by using {3 -delayed fission 111·17(The probability 
of this process discovered at Dubna by Flerov and his col-

· leagues (refs/11.12/ ) is a sensitive function of the fission 
barrier parameters. 

Beta-delayed fission ({3DF) substantially complements the 
variety of traditional methods used in experiments to study 
the structure of the potential energy surfaces associated with 
fission. This is a new and promising method, some important 
aspects of which, however, still need considerable elabora
tion. Therefore, it is quite natural that the potential pos
sibilities of ~DF are much wider than the concrete results 
so far obtained by this method. 

In the present paper, on the basis of ~DF we propose and 
substantiate a method for the experimental determination of 
the fission probabilities and barrier heights, and the pro
perties of fission fragments of the nuclei having the Z orN 
values close to the magic ones, and, at the same time, lying 
considerably, by 15-20 and more neutrons, far from the line 
of {3-stability. We consider the region of nuclei with Z > 80 
and N < 126~ , ·for which there are no experimental data o; 
fissio~ barriers at all and theoretical predictions are rather 
uncertain. Moreover, in this region of nuclei, not any infor
mation is available about nuclear fission, despite the fact 
that the ground-state radioactive properties of the majority 
of nuclides in the region being considered are determined 
experimentally. 

The present paper consists of the following sections: 
- The isospin dependence of the fission barrier heights and 

ground-state nuclear masses. 
- Superheavy elements and the fission probabilities of heated 

nuclei with N :0 126. 

~Here and below, unless specified otherwise, we mean nuclei 
very far off the line of {3 -stability. 
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- Fission barriers of nuclei lying around 208 Pb and the fis-
sion barriers of "common" thorium nuclei. 

- Beta-delayed fission as a tool for the experimental deter
mination of fission probabilities and barrier heights, and 
of the properties of fission fragments for nuclei with Z > 80 
and N <126 far off ~-stability. -
- General conclusions. 

2. THE ISOSPIN DEPENDENCE OF THE FISSION BARRIER HEIGHTS 
AND GROUND-STATE NUCLEAR MASSES 

The modern interpretation of experimental data on the fis
sion barriers of heavy nuclei and on their variations with Z 
and N is based on the conception that shell effects very 
strongly influence the deformation energy of the nucleus; 
according to this conception, nuclear shells only alter rather 
than disappear at deformation /18,191. Most of the realistic 
calculations of the total potential energy of the nucleus, 
E(q,Z,N) as a function of its shape q and particle number Z,N 
are performed within the framework of a combined macroscopic
microscopic method developed owing to the investigations of 
Myers and Swiatecki 120·211 and especially Strutinsky /18,1 9,221. 
The main idea of this method is that the major part of the 
total nuclear energy can be calculated macroscopically, for 
instance, by using the liquid-drop model (LDM) or its genera
lized versions, whereas the contribution from the effects of 
the inner structure can be taken into account by the additive 
introduction of the microscopic corrections - shell and 
pairing corrections. 

In accordanc~ with this basic idea, 

E(q,Z,N) =E(q,Z,N) +8E(q,Z,N), 

where q is a set of deformation parameters that determine 
nuclear shape, E(q, Z,N) is the macroscopic part of the total 
energy responsible for the smooth variations of E, and &E(q, Z,N) 
is the microscopic correction. The latter reproduces the lo
cal fluctuations of E and can be calculated using the Stru
tinsky method 118,19,22/ by means of a given single-particle 
potential generalized for the_ case of the deformed shapes of 
the nucleus. The study of the extremes of the potential energy 
surface E(q,Z,N) just leads to determination of fission bar
riers. 

\Vith the main idea unchanged, there exist a large number 
of the versions of the macroscopic-microscopic method which 
differ in the following respects: (i) the choice of the way 
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of parametrization of the nuclear surface shape, (ii) the 
choice of ~ concrete model for calculation of the smooth part 
of energy E (the LDM 1 23-29,20,21,22/, the droplet model (DM/ 30' 351 

taking into account the effects due to the finite size of 
nuclei, such as the dependence of the surface tension of the 
nuclear droplet on the radius of its surface curvature, the 
compressibility of nuclear matter, etc., the single-Yukawa 
model of Krappe and Nix 1361 taking into account the finite 
range of nuclear forces and the diffuseness of the nuclear 
surface, and its modified version 1371, and others), and (iii) 
the choice of the type of the single-particle potential used 
to calculate the microscopic correction 8E (a modified harmo
nic-oscillator potential, the generalized Woods-Saxon potenti
al, the folded Yukawa potential, etc.); for details, see, 
e.g., reviews· 122,38,39/. In addition to the more or less im
portant features that characterize different versions of the 
method, differences can be associated with the choice of nu
merical values of the parameters incorporated in the calcu
lation of E or OE. For instance, the parameter k

8
. that de

termines the changes in the surface energy of the spherical 
nucleus, E(O)=a (1-k J2)A21 ~ as a function of neutron excess 

s • s 78 - . I=(N-Z)/A,assumes the value I. 1n the LDM, as g1ven by Myers 
and Swiatecki /20,21/ and the value 2. 84 in the version of 
Pauli and Ledergerber 140/;Krappe and Nix 13B/ find it to be equal 
to 4.0, while it is equal to 3.0 in the modified model of 
Krappe et al'!' 1371. At the same time, the constant k

8 
expli

citly enters into the expression for the fissility parameter 

where a =(3e 2)/(5r 0) and E~0)=:\,(Z2 /A 11 ~,r0 is the nuclear radius 
constanl and, consequently, it enters into the final expressi
on for the macroscopic fission barrier height sf. 

Despite this, different versions of the macroscopic-micro
scopic method lead to similar results in the region of nuclei 
on which experimental data are available, i.e., in the valley 
of {3-stability, and it is essentially difficult to give a pre
ference to one of them. In general, a satisfactory descrip
tion has been obtained, which reproduces the fission barrier 
heights within the accuracy of about 1-2 MeV 111 and, possibly, 

~When the present manuscript has been prepared for publica
tion, there appeared a paper by M6ller and Nix 110~~hich con
tains more precise values of model parameters 1371, in parti
cular k

8 
= 2.3. 
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some specific features of the potential energy surface, which 
manifest themselves in experiments. On the other hand, the un
certainty involved in the present set of "experimental" va
lues of the fission barrier heights obtained in different 
types of experiment is.significant-ly smaller than this value. 
Following Britt 111 , it is, on the average, about 0.3 MeV 
and is due to the inaccuracy of measurement and to systematic 
errors which occur during data analysis inevitably using cer
tain model representations. However, it is far from being 
clear whether the discrepancy between experiment and theory 
is accounted for by the calculational procedure used for the 
microscopic correction, or vice versa, by the macroscopic 
component, or by both, or, finally, by the rather phenomeno
logical character of the approach as a whole. If we go farther 
from the line of ,a-stability, the situation appears to be 
much less satisfactory, since here the predictions of diffe
rent versions of the macroscopic-microscopic method differ 
both quantitatively and qualitatively. First of all, this 
concerns the macroscopic part of the deformation energy which 
is as important as the shell one is. 

For instance, the LDM version of Myers and Swiatecki 1 21~the 
droplet model 134,35/ and the Krappe-Nix model1361 yield quite 
different, and even opposite trends of the change in the macro
scopic fission barrier heights as a function of l=(N-Z)/A 
at Z=const, thus leading to significant quantitative differen
ces at large distances from the line of ~-stability. In Fig.2 
this is illustrated for thorium isotopes. One can see that in 
the range. N = 114-144 the uncertainty is characterized by 
a factor of>2. 

For nucle1 lying in the vicinity of lead- from 173 Luto 
213At - a similar consideration has recently been carried 
out by Schr0der 141 <who has arrived at the conclusion that the 
LDM with k ~1.78 1211 best reproduces the experimental data 
on the iso:pin dependence of the macroscopic fission barrier 
heights, in particular, for Pb isotopes with A~204-208. Sub
stantially different conclusions have been drawn concerning 
the isospin dependence of B; for the same region of nuclei 
exactly, e.g., in refs. 16·42 .we would like to add that the 
macroscopic~icroscopic calculations of MOller/43/performed 
for the actinide region using four different models 121.34 ·36 ·371 

for the macroscopic part of the deformation energy and one 
and the same (modified-oscillator) single-particle potential 
to calculate the shell correction, have led the author to the 
conclusion that the best agreement with experimental data on 
fission barriers Br,in particular, for uranium isotopes with 
N~142-148, is achieved by using the DM 1341 (in the DM the effec-
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Fig.2. Isospin dependence of the dependence of the maCro-
macroscoEic fission barrier scopic fission barrier 
heights Br for Th isotopes, heights B r and of the 
calculated in terms of the LDM surface energy of sphe-
and its modifications (1 - the rical nuclei, E~). in 
model of Krappe and Nix/361, general. The obtaining 
2 - a modified version/37/ of of experimental data on 
the Krappe and Nix model; nuclei w1th Z >80 and 
3 - the DM of Myers /35/; 4a N<126 would make it 
and 4b - the LDM using the poSsible to widen the N 
parameters of Pauli and Leder- range sharply up to 
gerber1401 and of Myers and <'>N ~ 25-30, for which 
S 

. k ./ 20/ . th . . w1atec 1 , respect 1vely; e 1sosp1n dependence 
5 · · 1 /82/ of Il r and E<

0
,) can be ~- an emp1r1ca approximation , 

Br ~12.5-2.7(33.5-Z2/A)2/3 MeV checked, and to increase 
obtained by fitting an analyti: the certainty of conclu-
cal expression to the results sions about its cha-
of extraction of shell correc- racter. It should be 
tions to ground-state nuclear emphasized that such in-
masses from the ~xperimental va- vestigations are impor-
lues of fission barrier heights). tant for deriving more 
The Th isotopes for which there precise nuclear mass 
are experimental data on fission formulae since they in-
barriers are indicated by (x). corporate parameters 
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such as k and (2a )/a which are determined very poorly from 
s, sc 1"1 the exper1mental ground-state masses of nuc e1 a one, see, 

e.g. ,f20,3B/. It is natural that the information on the fission 
barriers of nuclei far from the line of {3-stability, on the 
character of their isospin dependence, and the more precise 
parameters of the mass formulae are of great importance for 
the calculation of formation of nuclides in astrophysical 
events and in similar artificial processes. 

3. SUPERHEAVY ELEMENTS AND THE FISSION PROBABILITIES 
OF HEATED NUCLEI WITH N ~ 126 

Another important problem is to extrapolate the available 
knowledge about the ground-state masses and fission barriers 
of nuclei to the region of the largest Z values; the existence 
of SHE's is essentially determined by the fact whether super
heavy nuclei have a fission barrier preventing their sponta
neous deformation and prompt decay to two or more fragments. 
Concrete calculations of fission barriers for SHE's are car
ried out using the same macroscopic~icroscopic method and 
the main field where it is tested is the comparatively narrow 
in Z and N region of actinides. 

In the region of SHE's the shell correction of the deforma
tion energy plays a crucial role although the macroscopic part 
remains also important. For instance, M011er 1451noted that 
the spontaneous-fission half-life of 298 114 decreases by 
a factor of more than 10 6 if the calculation of the macrosco
pic energy is performed using the DM 1341 rather than the LDM 1211

• 

In the region of superheavy nuclei, where the fission bar
rier heights may reach 9-14 MeV, predictions have been made 
by different groups of authors (see, e.g., refs. /22,38,46·51/) 

and, in general, they are rather reliable in the sense that 
they do not depend qualitatively on the choice of the conc
rete version of the macroscopic~icroscopic method. However, 
in the next approximation the contours of the stability island, 
which, according to different calculations, can considerably 
differ ( cf. , e.g. ,15°1 and /511) become important. The landscape 
of the island of stability is especially important in terms 
of experiments to synthesize SHE's. In practice, the only 
means of producing SHE's are heavy ion collisions, of which 
the reactions induced by 48 Ca seem to us to be the most pro
mising ones. The latter, however, do now allow one to produce 
directly the double magic nucleus with N~184, but lead to 
N<178 isotopes. In addition, if we take into account the 
a--decay, the centre of the stability island is displaced in 
Z from 114 to ""110. Therefore, it is important to know at 
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least qualitatively to what extent the fission barrier heights decrease as one moves away from the doubly magic nucleus. A unique possibility of learning something about this without extending to the region of unknown elements is offered by studies of the fission barriers of nuclei lying in N and Z round the closed nucleon shells of N~126 or/and Z~82. 
Finally, the fission barrier is one of the main factors 

which determine the fission probability 'Gr=lr/f tot or 
the probability of neutron emission 'Gn =f'n/f tot from a heated nucleus; here rn and lr are the partial widths of the decay of an excited nucleus by fission and neutron emis-
sion, respectively; and f'tot is the total decay width. Since, irrespective of the type of reaction chosen for synthesis, we always deal with more or less excited and rotating nuclei, 
the fission barrier heights, through a ratio like (f /fr)~, substantially influence the ground-state formation p~obability for a given superheavy product. 

Despite this, the important question as to how the closed nucleon shell influences the magnitude of the (HI, xn) reaction cross section, or the survival probability for the heavy and superheavy nuclei formed in other processes involving heavy 
ions, remains rather unclear. 

In the region of highly fissionable nuclei (Gr -1, rn«r r), the magnitude of the cross section of the (HI, xn) x reaction is almost entirely determined by the factor G ~ TI (r ;r,). xn i =l n 1 The rn;rf value in turn is a strong and composite function of many variables such as the fission barrier, the excitation energy E* (see, e.g., /52,53/ ) , angular momentum E, and others. 
Therefore, the study of Gn or fn/f r as a function of all variables is or primary interest to clarify the original causes of the changes that arise in the cross sections of the xn -reactions and in the probabilities of formation of final products in other heavy-ion induced processes used to produce new nuclei as we vary the Z and A of the nucleus to be synthesized, the target-projectile combination, the bombarding energy and, consequently, to predict isotopic yields in experiments aimed at the synthesis of new elements. 

On the other hand, the experimental determination, in different types of reactions, of the energy dependence of the fission cross section a r (E*) or the fission probability 'Gr (E*) (in the particular case of rf ;r n ) is a classical method 

~In considering mainly highly fissionable nuclei in this 
paper, here and below we often "replace 11 rtot by r f only for the' sake of visualizability; of course, in the general case rtot =fr+; r m' where m is the index of the decay mode. 
8 



for obtaining quantitative information about fission barriers
3 the foundations of which have been laid by Bohr and Wheeler 12 1: 

since then various aspects of the method were elaborated and 
unified repeatedly. Therefore, it is, in principle, clear that 
in the region of highly fissionable nuclei, [1 -Or) ,.'On <<1, 
complete-fusion reactions of the type (HI, xn) can also serve 
as a source of information about fission barriers if, from 
experimental studies of these reactions, one can extract the 
energy dependence of 0 (E*) or, at least, the values of 
(rn ;r, )i for each i. A~ is known, the main parameters used 
in the adjustment and fitting of the theoretical expression 
for G (E*) (or G (E*)) obtained using an adequate (statisti
cal. £s a rule) ~odel of the process and of the experimental 
dependence of Or on excitation energy are the fission barrier 
Br and the ratio af /a , where ar is the level density para
meter for the fissioni~g nucleus at the saddle point, and a 
is the level density parameter of the residual nucleus (aft~r 
evaporation of one neutron)- in the main minimum of the poten
tial energy surface. It is natural that none of the concrete 
models used in such a procedure takes into account (and, in 
contrast to the rigorous theory, it is uncapable of doing so) 
the total variety of possible physical effects. In addition, 
despite the presence of a number of elaborate versions of the 
statistical model (see, e.g., 154

M

57 · 6· 52 · 531 and references 
therein), rather rough versions are often used in practice. 
Therefore, it should be especially emphasized that the para
meters found from the best-fit procedure, in particular, the 
Br values, should ever be considered to be "effective" to 
a greater or lesser extent. 

However, it is extremely difficult, if only possible at all, 
to solve the reverse problem and extract reliable values of 
(r

0
/f f ) . for each stage i of the neutron cascade separately, 

on the basis of only the experimental data on the excitation 
functions of the xn-reactions induced by heavy ions, a (E*), 

xn 
because all the variables on which r I r r depends, change 
at each stage of the cascade and are ~n no case completely in
dependent. For evident reasons, it is especially complicated 
to extract (fn/fr)i for the final stages of the cascade, if 
the analysis is performed on the basis of the heavy-ion reac
tions for which the minimum excitation energy of the compound 
nucleus corresponds to <i> = 4-5. On the other hand, just at 
the last stages the ratio r ;rf is the most sensitive to 
the shell structure of the n~cleus as a whole and, in parti
cular, to the fission barrier height of the cold nucleus. 
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For lack of something better, from the exlerimental values 
of axw_ax one often extr9:cts (see, e.g., 158•61 ) some effective 
quantities ~/fr>~Gxnl ,i:he geometric mean of the x values of 
(1 /1

1 
) .• This procedure gives nothing but a different notion of the 

1
totali ty of the experimental a max which is more 

convenient for systematization and ext~~polations. However, 
this does not change the situation substantially. Without 
denying the evident practical usefulness of this procedure, 
we stress that, in principle, the relationship of <1 /rr> 
with the fission barrier height of the final nucleusnremains 
to be as complicated and conditioned as that of the initial 
quantity amax proper. 

Ideologi~~lly, the influence of the fission barrier height 
Bf or the value of(Br-B ),where B is the neutron binding 
energy, on the ratio r /rr is ~relatively simpler problem, 
It is apparent that th~ change in the fission barrier height 
leads to sharp variations in the probability of fission: 
a distinct and clear correlation between the experimental 
values of B~ax'*- and lg(f' ;r,) as a function of Z and A 
has been observed 151 for act\nides in the region of excita
tion energies of < 10 MeV. As the excitation energy and an
gular momentum incl:-ease, both the "macroscopic" properties 
and nuclear shell structure and, consequently, the amplitude 
and shape of the fission barrier, change leading to immediate 
changes in rn;rr. In particular, the problem of the corre
lation between Brand rn;r, or f'r at different excitation 
energies was considered in detail in refs. 162·64 · 51 For 
instance, in ref . 1641

• by comparing the experimental data on r I r f obtained in the reactions (n, f) and (HI, xn). and by u~ing 25°cr as an example, the authors have clearly shown that 
strongly heated nuclei (E* ~ 45 MeV) have a fission barrier 
height of about 2 MeV, which is close to the expected LDM
value of B , but is nearly thrice smaller than the B }nax of 
the cold nJcleus 25°Cf. Thus, at low excitation energies E*< 
:::_10-15 MeV the energy dependence of f'/f' r is associated .... with 

~Here and. below, we term the quantity B~ax as the fission 
barrier amplitude and find it as the maximum value of deforma
tion energy (measured with respect to the ground-state energy) 
along the path (in the multi-dimensional space of deformations) 
of the real evolution of the nucleus from the main energy mini
mum to the scission point. In the case of a one-dimensional 
double-humped curve that is often used to describe the deforma
tion dependence of the nuclear energyB smax is the height 
of the larger hump, B~ax~ maxi B )A) • B c; ) I. f 
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the structure of the fission barrier of the cold nucleus, 

whereas at high excitation energies E* > 50 MeV it is related 

with a certain "asymptotic11 value of th€: fission barrier /62,63/~ 

which is in height close to the LDM-value for a cold nucleus 

but not necessarily equal to it because of the possible 

changes of B r due to the thermal expansion of a highly exci

ted nucleus and to other effects (see, e.g., /65·6 71 and re

ferences therein). Even qualitatively, very little is known 

about the character of the change in the barrier structure 

at intermediate values of E*. At E f:. 0, this complicated picture 

of the evolution of the fission barrier with increasing E* 

is superimposed by the angular momentum dependence of the 

barrier 168-71.55,56/. This dependence strongly influences 

the amplitude and the shape of both the macroscopic part of 

the barrier and the microscopic correction, and there are 

no adequate grounds to consider the character of the f de

pendences of both components to be identical since they are 

completely different in nature, We would also like to stress 

than changes in the shape of the fisSion barrier (and symmetry 

effects /12,1/ ) , which accompany the change in its amplitude 

as the shell structure is destroyed with increasing E* and E, 

can lead to significant changes in the ratio of the level 

density parameters an/ar in the main minimum of potential 

energy and at the saddle point. This ratio regulates the 

energy dependence of f'n/f' r, and naturally depends on the 

positions of the corresponding stationary points of the po

tential energy surface in the space of deformations. 

Thus, in considering the analysis of Cross sections of 

complete-fusion reactions followed by neutron evaporation as 

a method for obtaining information on the fission barriers 

of cold nuclei, we would like to point out quite positively 

that in the case of adhering to the approach under discussion, 

an analysis of experimental data on the energy dependence of 

rp /I' 1 or (I' /~'r) i for each i, obtained in the (HI, xn) reac

tlons at min1mum x values, x.:s 2, can offer the most valuable 

source of information of this kind. As has been shown in 

a long run of experiments performed at Dubna 173-801, such re

actions occur in bombardments of targets made of the isotopes 

of Pb and neighbouring elements with heavy ions of A1 ?: 40, 

such as 40 Ar , 48ca _, 50 Ti d 5'\Jr and others. Recently, similar 

reactions, in particular, 2 8P~0 Ti, n) 257 Ku, have been observed 

also by Armbruster and his colleagues /81/ at the UNILAC in 

Darmstadt. These reactions lead to the isotopes of elements 

from Fm, via Ku, to the heavier ones, and their analysis is of 

great interest in terms of information on fission barriers 

in the transfermium region, in which it is absolutely absent. 



Moreover, at present it is difficult to indicate any alternative possibilities of obtaining information about fission barriers of nuclei with Z > 102, which is very useful in solving the problem of the synthesis of heavy and superheavy elements lying around the predicted closed shells with Z~ll4 and N~184. However, one can try to produce similar reactions in the region of the z;::-so and N,:S126 nuclei adjacent to the known closed shells. The above proposed approach, of course, needs a substantial development in many respects before it can be used for the determin~tion (or estimation) of the fission barrier heights for cold nuclei with f =0. In our view, this development is possible although the question as to what extent this approach will be informative remains open a priori. These investigations should be carried out separately. The analysis becomes much more complicated if the fission barrier. information is extracted .from experimental data on the cross sections of those (HI, xn) reactions, for which the compound nucleus excitation energy E~i corresponds to X2:_4 • In this case one can determine from exPeriment only the quantities <~/f'r > averaged over a wide range of excitation energies, ~25 MeV or more. To illustrate the difficulties arising in the analysis of <rn ;r r >, we shall consider the conclusions made in a recent paper~ 8~ in which these quantities were extracted for a number of Ar -induced complete-fusion reactions leading to evaporation residues with 84SZ~91 and N.::;:127. In particular, the values of <f'n;rr> were determined (and reduced to £ ~ 0 by using the rotating LDM 1691 for the Th isotopes with N ::::122-126 produced in the reactions 176, .... 1BOHf(4° Ar, 4n). These values lie almost on a straight line in the range of (N+1)~123-127 depending on N (on a semilogarithmic scale) and show no pronounced variation across the N::l26 shell, which was expected by the authors of ref. 1581 • From this fact the following two far-reaching conclusions have been made: (i) the influence of the ground-state shell effect on the fission probability is rather weak around N=126; if this is a general effect, then production of SHE by fusion reactions will be extremely difficult; (ii) the fission barrier heights Br of very neutron-deficient isotopes near Th are smaller than those predicted by the Myers DM 1 351 and the DM does not reproduce their isospin dependence properl7. In our opinion, the analysis method used in ref •158 is uncapable of providing the acceptable level of reliability of the conclusions made irrespective of the fact whether the conclusions themselves correctly characterize the situation under discussion. In fact, in analyzing complex (since most averaged) quantities such as <f'n/f'r> at x=4 one cannot 
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predict a priori with any degree of certainty how they should 

behave across the shell. It is far from being obvious that 

these effective values should undergo a pronounced rupture 

or another kind of irregularity. The closed shell, if it has 

an effect on the quantities being considered at all, is very 

likely to manifest itself in such a way that all the set of 

the values of <fn ;r r > in the vicinity of N=126 will turn 

to be somewhat overrated. The question, however, arises as to 

i_n cOmparison with what and to what extent it may be overrated. 

In order to answer the question what the N=l26 shell ef

fect lies in, one should completely "switch off" the spherical 

shell in this region (this, however, is not necessarily equi

valent to the full exclusion of any shell structure) and de-

termine the a and <f ;rr> vallleS for this set of pseudo-
• xn pd • 1 . h' 

nucle~ and for exactly 1 ent1ca react1ons. Unfortunately t 1s 
can be done only theoretically. However, one can hardly rely 

upon a calculation performed for the region of nuclei in which, 

taking into account all the presently available knowledge 

about fission barriers and nuclear masses, even the value of 

the macroscopic fission barrier height Bf can be estimated 

with an accuracy not better than a factor of 2(~). In addition, 

it is almost evident that the given value of the product 

ipl (f'n/f'r )i can be obtained by using quite different ad hoc 

sets of 4 separate (f /f(). values, i.e., entirely diffe-
n ' • 

rent assumptions concern1ng the funct1ons and parameters used 

in the analysis 1581 , which are rather numerous in this case. 

Generally speaking, the number of combinations of several 

factors, which is required to obtain the set value of the pro
duct is infinite. If we fix the value of each factor, i.e., 

of each (fn/ff )i value, even then at i= X= 4, by mere per

mutation, one can equally well satisfy say twenty four (x!=41=24) 

different assumptions about the energy dependence of rn;r r , 
among which at least two will be exactly opposite dnes. This 

means that the <fn/fr> value, in general, is absolutely in

sensitive to the character of the energy dependence ·a (E*) 

(see also 1821 ) and, consequently, the analysis method b~sed 
on <I'n/fc > is ambiguous. As to the dependence G (E*) itself, 

e.g., in ref. 152•531, for actinide nuclei, it hasnbeen shown 

to be strong, rather complex and, in particular, nonmonotonic 
in the E* range of 6-35 MeV, 

A drastic decrease in ambiguity can be achieved in the case 

where experimental excitation functions for neutron evapora

tion residues are employed to extract and analyse the (fn/ff)i 

values for each stage of the neutron cascade, as has been done, 
e.g., in ref. 1831 for direct reactions ( 7Li, axn) ,or directly 
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the energy dependence ·Gn(E*),which has been found·, e.g., in refs. 152,53/ for reactions (a, xn) at X=1-4.In principle, similar analysis can be carried out also for (HI, xn) reactions leading to very neutron-deficient nuclei lying in Z or N around the Z =82 or N=126 closed nucleon shells. It is evident that this analysis would require all the presently available experimental d,ata on a- (E*) in this region of nuclei, including those obtained in i~fs. /84·86/ for reactions induced by 12 C , 16 0 , 20Ne , 22 Ne , 24 Mg, 31 P and other data. In particular, this would allow one to improve the procedure of separating the f -dependence of rn;r r and check it to a certain extent. It is also possible that new systematic measurements would be required to obtain "complete" sets of the (f ;r f). values ("complete" in terms of the extraction of (r ;f f). 1 
values or Gn(E*) by comparing cross sections for the ;eaCtfons couples [ xn- (x-l)n] leading to the same final products). Finally, in the region of the Z >80 and N<l26 nuclei it would be of particular interest to consider- expe-rimental data on a-:xn (E*) for fusion reactions involving the emission of few neutrons, x = 1 and 2. Neither of the. possibilities described by us above is used or even mentioned. in ref. 1581• The scope of the present paper does not allow us to investigate these possibilities either. This should be done in a separate paper. 

In summary, we do not incline to think that the authors of ref / 581 have proven the absence of the N=126 shell effect on the fission probabilities for nuclei lying in this region and on the cross sections of (HI. xn) reactions, and, consequently, comment (i) on the behaviour of these quantities near N = 184 is un)ustified. The conclusion (ii) of the authors of ref. 158 about the magnitude and isospin dependence of the fission barriers of the N <126 nuclei should also be considered in the context of the above discussion. In view of the very complex character of the effective values of <r
0 /rr >, on the one hand, and of strong changes in (B1-B

0 ) with E* variations in the cascade, on the other, the result of the direct comparison made in ref. 1581 of the (i3r-B0)values calculated using the DM 1351with the experimental values of <f0 /rr :> for nuclei with identical <r0 /fr >=Canst., but with different values of I~(N-Z)/A, cannot be interpreted unambiguously. Even if we neglect all the possible ways of the influence of the fission barrier structure on rn;rr others than the direct one following from the schematic relation 
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one should rather compare the given <rn;rr> = const to some 

averaged effective value of <(B
1 

-B )> =1... ~ (B(
1
i)-B(i)). 

n x i= 1 n 
In the case of the reaction Hf( 40Ar, xn) with X=4, the ave

raging occurs just in that excitation energy range in which 

the shell structure is destroyed and the fission barrier of 

the cold nucleuS evolves in the direction of an "asymptotic" 
barrier. Therefore, in terms of information about the fission 
barriers of heated nuclei, which are commonly assumed to be 

close to the LDM barriers in height and shape, an analysis 

of experimental data on a xn (E *) for the reactions (HI, xn) 

with x>5 can lead to more definite conclusions. 
As to the fission barriers of cold nuclei, it is a too in

direct method to judge their heights on the basis of the ef

fective values of <1 /lr > determined at> 45 MeV initial exci

tation energy of thenrotating compound n;clei, particularly, 

for such exotic, in nucleon composition, nuclei as the N < 126 

isotopes of thorium. We note that the fission barrier is -
a superposition of the macroscopic and microscopic components 

and the existing notions of each of them for this region of 

nuclei are rather uncertain. Moreover, the result of the super

position may be different, and its prediction is· still more 

complicated. For instance, if the macroscopic fission barrier 

heights Bf for Th isotopes with N<126 decrease strongly, the 

isospin dependence of the total f[ssion heights may not show 
the pronounced peak at N=126 at all. Of course, this would 

in no case imply that the N=126 shell has no effect on the 

fission barrier heights. 
We now shall make a number of comments on the procedure of 

extracting <1 /lr> from experimental data on axn(E*). For 
this purpose o~e typically uses /58-611 the relation 

a (E *) = a
1 

P (E •) f1 G (i) • 
xn us xn i = 1 n 

(3. I) 

-C) 
where arus is the complete-fusion cross section, G~ =(1

0 
/(ln +lr )Ji, 

and P (E*) is the emission probability for exactly x neut-
rons fi~m the compound nucleus having an initial excitation 

energy E*, if other modes of its decay are forbidden; na

turally all quantities entering into (3.1) depend on angular 

momentum. However, expression (3.1) implies the assumption 

that after the emission of x neutrons the nucleus reaches its 

ground state without difficulty, and other processes, in par

ticular, fission, do not compete with y -ray emission,i.e., 

the radiative width Gy=S,Iftot =1. For highly fissionable 

neutron-deficient nuclei formed in HI -reactions, this is ge-
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nerally invalid (see also ref. 1811
). In fact, one should write 

a (E*l=ar P (E*H1-G 1 (E* llU (i(i), (3.2) xn us xn res i=l n 

where [1-'01( E* )]=G (E* ) if neutron emission is forbidden, * res y res • • and E is the residual exc~tat1on energy that has not been • res f f . . . carrted o f by the cascade o x neutrons; 1n addttton to ther-mal energy, E * contains a certain amount of rotational res energy. 
Therefore the values of <in /lr > obtained on the basis of (3,1) and (3,2) can noticeably differ and these differences will be the larger the smaller the x values. The use of the more correct expression (3.2) instead of (3,1) will lead to an increase in <1n/1r>.In addition, owing to the direct and strong relation with the fission barrier height_of almost cold (however rotating) nuclei, the factor [1- Gr (Eies )] strongly depends on N and Z. For evident reasons, for nuclei having Nand/or Z close to the magic ones, it is natural to expect local and relatively sharper changes in the value of [ 1-'01 (E,~8 )] and, consequently, in <ln/lr>extracted on the basis oJ (3.2), Thus, it is very likely that if we take into account Gr (E~es);iO for nuclei having N around 126, the increase in absolute values will be accompanied by the slowing down of the rate of changes in <1n/f'1 >=f(N+l), especially if the isospin dependence of the fission barrier height has indeed a pronounced "peak11 

:~eN;;t~~c!~!s 0:f~~~\;a~~:e~~r(3~~~~ be smoothed if <1/lr > 
The above consideration shows that the existing systematics 158·6!/ of the effective <ln/lr> values for strongly fissionable nuclei should be redetermined according to (3.2);it can be expected that as a result of this, theN dependences oflg<f'n!lr>, typically characterized for each Z by straight lines with almost identical slopes, will become less regular -separate points will more scatter with respect to these lines. It is undoubtful that such a redetermination will enhance the reliability of uxn extrapolations. 
Thus, the authors of ref/ 581 have performed a pioneering study of a question that is important in terms of the synthesis of new elements. Their method, however, appears to be rather sketchy in character because it is oversimplified without necessity in its main aspects. Therefore, the conclu-• d . f /SS/ • d. bl '1 d. . s1ons rna e 1n re . rema1n 1sputa e unt1 1rect experl-mental data on fission barriers and on fission probabilities 'Gr(E*) at low excitation energies are obtained in the nuclear region under discussion. 



The ~DF offers these possibilities. As soon as the fission 

barriers of cold nuclei with Z>80 and N<126 and their fission 

probabilities at E* < 10 MeV are determi;_ed, a thorough analy

sis of all the available experimental data on the excitation 

functions of the (HI, xn) reactions and other data in this nuc
lear region will allow one to draw unambiguous conclusions 
about the character,strength and concrete ways of the manifes

tation of the closed N=126neutron shell effect on the value 

of ln/1 r and on the cross sections of xn -reactions. This will 

make it possible to see to what extent this situation with fis

sion barriers and the reactions cross sections may be similar 

to that predicted for the hypothetical region of enhanced sta

bility around N=184. Only after all this has been done,more or 

less grounded forecasts can be made regarding the synthesis 
and properties of SHE's. 

4. THE FISSION B~~RIERS OF NUCLEI LYING AROUND 208 Pb 
AND THE FISSION BARRIERS OF "COMMON" THORIUM NUCLEI 

Prior to discussing the possibilities offered by the stu

dies of iJDF of nuclei with Z > 80 and N <126, it is natural 
to consider the fission barrier~experimental data obtained 
in adjacent fields. 

For the time being, a certain amount of experimental data 

have been accumulated for the region around the double magic 
2°8Pb.These data have been obtained mainly from studies of the 

energy dependence of the fission cross sections by using 
electrons, protons, and a -particles (see refs/2-4,6-10/ and 

references therein). A characteristic fragment of these data 

is presented in fig.3. From this figure one can clearly see 

that the Z=82 and N=126 closed shells have a strong effect 

on the fission barrier heights: for 204-2°8 Pb, the fission 
barrier heights reach 24-28 MeV, which is by 10-12 MeV larger 

than' those predicted by the LDM or its modified versions. An 
almost equal shell effect follows from the comparison of the 

experimental ground-state masses of nuclei with those calcula

ted using the LDM. This forms the basis for the conclusion 121 

that near 208pb the microscopic part of the fission barrier 

heights is mainly due to a strong decrease in the ground-state 

mass of nuclei lying around Z = 82 and N=126. The saddle-point 

shell and pairing effects seem to be small though there is no 

certainty in details. Apparently, the value of these effects 
is of the order of the experimental inaccuracy, i.e., about 
1-1.5 MeV. From fig.3 it follows that as one moves from the 

doubly magic 208 Pb, the fission barrier heights decrease sig-
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Fig.3.Experimental data 12·7-91 on the fission barrier heights Br of preactinide nuclei with Z and N close to the doubly magic nucleus 208 Pb; the results of refs. 13•4 ·61 give a similar picture of Bf changes as a function of Z and N in this region. 

nificantly: for instance, the transition from A=208to A=204 leads, for Pb isotopes, to a barrier decrease by about 4.5±2.5 MeV due to both the decrease in the macroscopic part (- 2. 5 MeV following Schr6der 1411), and the decrease in the shell correction; the latter can be estimated to be -I-2 MeV/ 8N=2 in the innnediate vit:inity of N=126. 
Thus, the presently available experimental data, on the whole, characterize rather definitely the changes in the fission barrier heights in the region of 2°8 Pb, which can be summarized in the following way. 
(i) Near 2°8 Pb, shell effects in fission barriers manifest themselves strikingly; however, the macroscopic part is the main contributor (~60%) to the fission barrier amplitude. (ii) The closed proton and neutron shells decrease mainly the ground-state energy of the nuclei; they have a joint effect, the strict separation of which is complicated, although 
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some attempts at doing so have been made 188(The effects of 
both shells on the fission barrier height are approximately 
equal in strength; at any rate, one can hardly draw other/or 
more definite conclusions on the basis of existing data. 

(iii) In the region of 2°8Pb, fission barriers are deter
mined only for the nuclei lying in the close proximity of the 
line of {3 -stability. 

The ~DF permits an attempt to determine the fission barrier 
amplitude B max for Pb isotopes (and neighbouring elements) 
far from the f N=126 shell by 20 and more neutrons, such as 188pb 
or 186pb. The DM 135f,redicts for IS6pb and 2°8 Pb equal values 
of the macroscopic part of the fission barrier Br = 13 MeV; 
at the same time, for 18~Pb, it gives a decrease in srax by 
14-15 MeV compared with 208Pb. The LDM with k

8
=1.78 120.211 

which, according to 141~ best reproduces the value and the iso
spin dependence of ii r for the A =208-204Pb isotopes, pre
dicts a 6-7 MeV decrease in B r and a decrease in B~ax to 
= 11 MeV as one goes from 208Pb to 186 Pb. In addition to cla
rifying the isospin dependence of B , it would be very impor
tant, at Z...S2, to experimentally esta~lish whether there acts 
and to what consequences leads the closed spherical proton 
shell in very proton-rich nuclei. For the above reasons, an 
attempt to observe the {3 DF of Bi isotopes with N = lOE>-108 
is of extremely great interest aOd, undoubtfully, it is 
worth making even if the detection probabilitY for fission 
fragments from these nuclei may seem to be a priori vanishingly 
small (see also Section 5 below). 

On the other hand, by preserving the magic N=126 one can 
move by 8-10 protons to the region of elements of Z>82. For 
nuclei of Z>85 and N<126,we should expect a dramatic change 
in the situation outlined above. 

First of all, because of a strong decrease in Z 2/A, the 
macroscopic fission barrier heights should apparently decrease 
to a value of about 5 MeV, i.e., by a factor of about 2-3 
compared with the region of 208 Pb. The shell correction in the 
ground-state masses of nuclei with Z > 85 arid N<l26 is also 
about (-5) MeV 135·891. So, the sharp change in th; correlation 
between the values of the macroscopic and microscopic compo
nents indicates the possibility of a substantial change not 
only in the height, but also in the shape of the fission bar
riers. It is very difficult to predict the net result of the 
two contributions to the total deformation energy in a comple
tely new (in terms of fission information) region of nuclei. 
However, it would not be surprising if the amplitude and shape 
of the fission barriers of the nuclei being considered be 
determined mainly by the microscopic correction and its de
formation dependence. 
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Secondly, it is natural to assume that in the case of the 
Z>88 nuclei the strong effect of the spherical Z~82 shell va
nishes entirely, and the N=126 shell effect, if it exists at 
all, should manifest itself in a "pure" form in an experiment. 
Finally, the isotopes of Ra, Th , U of N< 126 are also very 
neutron-deficient. This fact is a distinguishing feature of 
the nuclear region proposed for investigation, compared with 
that around 208 Pb and the already investigated region of 
the Z>85 nuclei, in which fission barriers have been deter
mined experimentally only for N>137 (see fig.!). 

Now, by using Th isotopes as -an example, we shall consider 
in brief the main features of the experimental data and theo
retical predictions concerning the structure of the fission 
barriers of "common" (N,?137) isotopes lying in the range of Ra 
toU, assuming that for elements adjacent to Th the situation 
is similar qualitatively (see, e.g., refs. 1 1. 101 ) .As shown 
in fig.4, for thorium, fission barriers have been measured 
for8eVen isotopes with A ranging from 228 to 234 1

1. 101
• The 

height of the largest external peak in the double-humped fis
sion barrier for all these nuclei lies between 6.0 and 6.5 MeV, 
and macroscopic-microscopic calculations 139·40 ·43 ·91.921 lead 
to approximately the same values. For the first ("internal 11

) 

p~ak, these same calculations show that its height should be 
by 2-3 MeV smaller than the second one. In contrast to the 
theory, in experiments 111 aimed at measuring the energy depen
dence of the fission probabilities in direct reactions reso

.nance phenomena are clearly observed, which are indicative 
of the fact that the fission barrier has really two maxima 
of nearly the same height and which are separated by a minimum 
2 MeV in depth. This 11 cpntradiction" known as the "Ra-Th ano
maly" seems to be explained/92/by the fact that the two maxima 
of nearly the same height that cause the resonance structure 
in fission cross sections are conditioned by the development 
of a third minimum in the dependence of potential energy upon 
deformation, which lies in the region of the outer (mass-asym-
metric) saddle point. -

So, the shape of the fission barriers of heavy thorium iso
topes is fairly complex - it is virtually a three-humped curve. 
The second (external) peak in the barrier, usually characte
ristic of actinides, is very broad in this case and is divided 
into two peaks about 6.0-6.5 MeV in height with a comparatively 
shallow CS 2 MeV) well between them, whereas the first (inter
nal) peak lies in height 2-3 MeV below and, therefore, does 
not show itself in experiment. 

In contrast to the region of 208 Pb, where, in the main, 
shell effects only strongly decrease the ground-state energy 
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Fig.~. Experimental (e) 111 and theoretical values of fiss1on barrier heights for Th isotopes. Two experi
mental points(:) for each N correspond to the heights of two separate peaks, into which the external 
(mass-asymmetric) hump in the fission barriers of Th isotopes is divided (see ·text). The solid line is 
the predictions of the DM of Myers135:'curves a,b,c, 
d, and e and point indicated as (V) are the results 
of the macroscopic-microscopic calculations of -srax 

(curves a and b are the results of M611er (ref. 191), 
for the two variants of parameters 1G=_const, k5 =2.53 
and Gcn S, k

5
=1.78, respectively; curves c,d, and e 

are the results of M611er14~~,Hler and Nix 921 and 
Pauli and Ledergerber14°/res?ectively, point(V) are 
predictions of Aberg et al. 701 for 214 Th). The shaded 
area is the Q~ 0 values (MeV) for Pa isotopes: 
curve 1 is pred~ctions of the semiempirical systema
tics of Viola et al.1901 ; curve 2 is predictions of 
Myers /35/; both curves are drawn through the points 
for Pa isotopes with even A. 
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of the nucleus, the complex structure of the fission barriers 
of "corrnnon" Th isoto'pes serves as an excellent example of 
pronounced shell effects at very large deformations. For Th 
isotopes with N<126, both of these features may manifest 
themselves simultaneously agaist the background of the macro
scopic part of the deformation energy. The behaviour of the 
latter, at such a large distance from the line of ,e-stability, 
remains to be most problematic (see fig.2). There are prac
tically no realistic calculations for fission barriers in the 
nuclear region of interest to us. Although Myers and Swia-
tecki 120·211 and Myers 134·351 make some concrete predictions 
(e.g., the DM curve in fig.4), these predictions rest in 
a sense on rather a sketchy basis - they use the phenomenolo
gical shell correction /20,2t/ which is, moreover, damped with 
increasing deformation e as (1-28 2 )exp(-8 2), i.e., the shell 
correction to the ground-state energy only and this is unreal 
for heavy nuclei. As to realistic calculations, we shall men
tion one of M0ller'spapers19l(in which fission barriers were 
determined, in particular, for the N2:)32 isotopes of Ra, Th, 
and U. This study was performed using the LDM /211with k

8 
= 1.78 

or k
8 

= 2.53 to calculate the macroscopic energy, the modified 
harmonic-oscillator potential to determine the shell correc
tion, and under the two assumptions concerning the deformation 
dependence of the pairing strength -·G=const and ·OmS, where S 
is the nuclear surface area. For Z=90, the results obtained 
by M5ller 191/are shown in fig.4. One can see that as N dec
reases from 138 to 132, the height of the external peak in the 
calculated, fission barrier increases by 1.5-2.5 MeV. Thus, 
one can state a priori that in many aspects that are important 
in terms of fission barriers, the region of nuclei Z > 80 
and N < 126 substantially differs from the "neighbouring" 
ones alld any others, in which experimental data are already 
available. This is the reason why the experimental studies of 
fission barriers and of other characteristics of fission in 
the new region of nuclei can provide an original and valuable 
material for the critical examination and development of the 
existing theoretical representations of fission phenomena. 

5. BETA-DELAYED FISSION AS A TOOL FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL 
DETERMINATION OF FISSION PROBABILITIES AND BARRIER HEIGHTS, 
AND OF THE PROPERTIES OF FISSION FRAGMENTS FOR NUCLEI 
WITH Z >80AND N>126 FAR OFF BETA-STABILITY - -
The advantages of ,BDF can be used most fully for those 

nuclei that in Z or N are close to the magic ones and, at the 
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same time, are substantially (by 15-20 and more neutrons) re
moved from the line of ~-stability. In fact, a mere considera-
tion of the possibilities of ~DF studies for nuclei with 
Z>80 and N<126 convinces us that the radioactive ,properties 
o!nuclei in-this region are most favourable to carry out such 
experiments. Indeed, the effect of the Z=82 and N=l26 closed 
shells reduces the Qa values and increases the a -decay half
lives to- (lo-3- I02)s for a fairly wide range of nuclei. This 
range of -half-lives is especially convenient for experiments 
aimed at detecting ~DF fragments with a maximum sensitivity. 
At the same time, at these large distances from ~-stability 
the v.alues of the total energy of electron captur~ (EC), QEG, 
reach -"" 7-11 MeV, One can easily see that in this case the 
a -decay and EC half-lives compare, i.e., EC is a very probable 
procesS. On the other hand, the probability (or branching ra
tio) of the ~DF of these nuclei,P,8-df, is quite sensitive 
to the·· barrier amplitude since Q <Bmax. This picture is 
rather a typical one and can occ&~al~o near other closed shells 
(in other nuclear regions). 

We shall carry Out a further consideration by using princi
pally the examples of Ac and Pa isotopes and taking into ac
count the fact that the situation for other elements in the 
nuclear region under discussion will be qualitatively similar. 
For Ac and Pa ·isotopes, it is illustrated in figs.4 and 2_. It. 
should be noted that, in principle, the ,8DF of even-Z iso
topes can also be considered in the given region of nuclei. 

Thus, if the amplitude of the fission barriers smaxfor, 
say, Th isotopes does not increase as one goeS from r N=:l3S--144 
to N<l26, already for 216Pa, a strong {3DF effect should 
be obServed. If, vice versa, a noticeable increase in the bar
rier heights occurs at N~126, then the P {3- df value will be 
rather small at N~126. However, in any case the crossing of 
the N=l~ shell and a further advance in the direction of 
neutron deficit should inevitably be accompanied by a decrease 
in B~ax. The Q EC value continues to grow and, consequently, 
at some value of N<126 the ,8DF effect should be 11 switched 
on" more or less sharply. 

It is noteworthy that experiments to study ,8DF in the nuc
lear region under discussion can be performed with a very high 
sensitivity. For instance, to produce Ac and Pa isotopes of 
NS126 the following reactions appear to be the most suitable 
ones: 

197 Au(20,22Ne, 4_9n)208, ... ,215 Ac, and 

197Au(24Mg, 5_9n) 212, ... ,216 Pa, 
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the cross sections of 
which, axn, are known 
from refs. /84,93/ to be 
~sxio-27 - 6xlo-30 cm2for 
x~4-5. The very neutron
deficient Bi isotopes can 
be produced 19 4,951 with 
large yields, for instance, 
in the reactions 

151,153Eu <'oca, xn)[ 191(193)-x]Bi. 
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effective reactions lead
ing to the synthesis of 
the neutron-deficient iso
topes of other elements 
with Z>SO.The use of in
tense heavy ion beams 
from the U-400 accelerator 
of the JINR Laboratory 
of Nuclear Reactions (Dub
na) and of the low-back-
ground techniques deve
loped by us 173·80/ to de
teet short-lived sponta-
neously fissioning nuclei 
in the transfermium re
gion, makes it possible, 
for several hours of irra
diation, to achieve and 
"display" very small cross 
sections for formation of 
{3DF fragments, a/3-df
-Ia-38 cm2,Here a/3.-d! = 

=all' p ll.-df ' a R H the 
fofmaE~on crOSs section 
for the precursor of {3DF 
fragments, determined 

directly for the {3 -decay branch. This means that under fa
vourable (from the point of view of a/3 ) conditions {3DF frag
ments can· be recorded even if P/3-df values are as small as 
-10-9. In general, {3DF fragments can be easily detected for 
the majority of nuclei in the region considered, if PB-dt?:l0-6. 
It is qualitatively clear that at ~c"" 7-11 MeV the values of 
P -10-6 -10-9 "control" rather hi£~h fission barriers. 
/3-dl . 
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Under the conditions of such a high experimental sens~tLVLty, 
the absence of the {3DF effect over the entire range of nuclei 
considered (of course, its absence cannot be excluded a priorD would deserve close attention and thorough examination, in 
the first place, in terms of nuclear stability against fission. 

Now we turn to the problem of extracting information about 
the fission probabilities and barriers from experimental data 
on ~DF branching ratios. So far, this problem has received 
much less attention than it deserves. The ~OF branching ratio is determined by the evident relation 

p 
(:J-df 

Q(:J F (Q(:J-E) S(:J(E) G
1 

(E) dE 
a (:J :.2!.__ = -"-;:f:-;:-----------

a(:J Q(:J 
I F(Q(:J- E) s (:J(E) dE 

0 

(5. I) 

in which the product of the (fairly well known) statistical 
Fermi function F(Q -E) and the (:J -decay strength function 
S (:J(E) regulates tl(le population probability of the levels of 
the daughter nucleus in the excitation energy range of (E,E+dE), 
while the fission probability of the daughter nucleus, G1 (E) =I'rlr,ot describes in the same energy range the competition between 
fission and other modes of decay of the daughter nucleus. All 
information about the fission barrier of the nucleus being 
investigated concentrates in the a priori unknown 'Or (E), whereas 
the product K(Q(:J,E)~F(Q(:J-E)xS(:J(E) has only a formal rela-tion to fission, althougH it may very strongly influence the 
resulting P {3-dr. Therefore, we shall first consider these two main functions separately and then discuss their joint 
effect on the result. 

From (5.1) it immediately follows that (:JDF iS, first of all, 
a method for determining the probability of fission Gf (E) 
a physical quantity which itself is of great interest - and, 
in the second place, a tool for determining th.e parameters of 
the fission barrier, in particular, its amplitude B~ax. This 
fact has not so far been noted in the literature clearly. In 
fact, if to illustrate this we assume that S (3(E) is the 
Dirac delta function, then as F(Q (:J-E) and G 1 (E) are rather 
smooth functions, from (5.1) it immediately follows that 

P -G (E ) {3-df- f 0 ' (5.2) 

at 

S(:J(E) =o(E- E 0 ). 
Despite this 1 no attempts have so far been made to extract 
G1(E) from the experimental P(:J-df values, although a number 
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o.f papers..flS·l 71 contain the results of different solutions of 
the more complicated problem - the straightforward determina
tion of B~ax by using numerous, including rather rough, as
sumptions, the validity of each of which is not always justi
fied and, in any case, needs a special investigation. 

It is also clear that unless S13(E) is the delta function 

and unless the experiment makes use of the (~-f) or any other 
coincidence technique, and (5.1) corresponds to this parti
cular folded case, then the problem of extracting information 
about the unknown Gr (E) on the basis of the experimental P~-df 
values and its errors ~p~-df gives a typical example of the 
inverse problem of mathematical physics. Specifically, it re
duces to the solution of a homogeneous Volterra (or Fredholm) 
integral equation of the first kind ~ 

Q/3 
A f K (Q f3' E) G r (E) dE = P {1-df (Q f3) 

c 
(5.3) 

with the kernel K (Q 8 . E)= F(Q p;-E) x S f3 (E) , where A =0.693/T y, f3 

is the decay constant, C > 0 is a constant, and b>O is 
a positive number. We note that at E> Q/3 the kernel of (3) 

vanishes. Even if the function K(Q{3,E), i.e., the strength 
function S~(E), is well known, problem (5.3) is rather comp-

licated and one should be careful in solving it. This problem 
has only an approximate solution at least due to the fact that 

PA-df(Qs) is determined experimentally and, consequently, is 
bUrdened with errors of measurements. In addition, the kernel 
of (5.3) is not known exactly either; essentially, it should 
also be determined from a separate experiment. Therefore, we 
would like to emphasize that the experimental determination of 
the {3 -decay strength function for nuclei undergoing J3DF 
is of extreme importance. It goes without saying that neither 
the sense nor the concrete content of problem (5.1) depends 
on whether we, on the basis of (5.1) or (5.3), first extract 
information on the function 0 r (E) and then derive the fission 
barrier parameters, or extract the barrier parameters directly. 
In the latter case, however, the true character of the problem 
remains rather vague. At the same time, the classification of 
the problem is the first important step toward its solution. 
It is noteworthy that, in the general case, the integral equa
tions of the first kind provide a typical example of 11 incorrect-

"F d f' . . f /96/ or a e 1n1 t 1on, see, e.g. , re . . 
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ly posed problems" and the main method of investigating integ
ral equations of the first kind is the regularization method 
(see, e.g., ref. 1971 ). 

On the other hand, as a whole, the connection of the fis
sion probability 'G r (E) with the fission barrier parameters 
in the region of E:; B~ax has been elaborated rather well 
and even in detail by many authors (see, e.g., 11.541 and 
references therein). Therefore, bearing in mind the ~DF prob
lem only, we shall stress some of the most important asPects 
of the correlation between G f (E) and B ~ax, which have not 
yet been discussed before, or have not been formulated in 
a properly clear way. 

(A) The potential energy surface associated with fission 
is multi-dimensional and has quite a complex structure per
turbed by shell effects. Therefore, in extracting the barrier 
parameters, in particular, the amplitude B~ax, on the basis 
of P {3-df or Gr (E), one should inevitably use a certain amount 
of concrete a priori information (we denote this amount by J ) 
about the landscape of the energy surface in the vicinity of 
its stationary points. The problem of minimizing J is very 
important and, strictly speaking, unsolved, and the problem 
of the influence of the quantity J on the uncertainty of the 
sought result, in particular, of smax:, is still little in-. d f vest1gate , 

(B) In determining the fission barrier parameters on the 
basis of P /3-df the approximation G 1(E) ~ r r /(r r + ry ) is com
monly used, the validity of which is far from being positive 
and needs a serious additional investigation. in every concrete 
case. 

First of all, in the region of neutron-deficient nuclei it 
is necessary to consider thoroughly the decay probabilities 
for the states populated via EC (~+)-transitions along com
peting channels such as proton and/ or a -particle emission, 
i.e.' to determine the partial widths rp and, particularly, ra. 

In particular, in the considered region of nuclei with 2>80 
and N < 126, where the Q values are rather large and where h-igh
lying -states with E;OGEcacan be populated via EC ({3+ ) decay 
with high probabilities, it is very likely that r -1 .We note 
that the {3-delayed a -particle emission with differeht proba
bilities has been observed experimentally in various nuclear 
regions, e.g., ref. 1981 The contribution of fa and/or f 
to the total decay width rtot can decrease noticeably d:.e 
value of Gr(E) and change the character of its energy depen
dence and, consequently, reduce P ~-df as well, especially 
if in the region of Z > 85 and N < 126 a significant increase max - -in the B r values occurs. These factors should particularly 
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be taken into account in the analysis of experimental data if, 
despite the high experimental sensitivitY', the sought f3DF ef
fect proves to be very weak or even undetectable at all. 

The direct experimental determination of ra;r tot, which 
can be carried out with a sensitivity not lower than that of 
detecting f3DF fragments, is of great interest. A measure
ment of the energy spectr1Jm of {3 -delayed a -particles (and/or 
{3 -delayed protons) could provide valuable information on the 
structure of Sf3(E). As a whole, the emission of (3-delayed 
a -particles Dy the nuclei undergoing {3DF can give rise to 
a number of new, interesting and important questions in the 
problem under discussion. These questions will be considered 
elsewhere. As to the radiation width fy, the use for its esti
mation of the statistical expressions of the type 199/ con
taining such parameters as the temperature and neglecting the 
real structure of the states, between which the transition 
occurs, appears to be insufficiently justified at comparative
ly low energies E :<; QEQ. 

We now turn to cons~deration of the ~-decay strength func
tion Sj3(E). The analysis of {3-delayed processes is usually 
made Under the following main assumptions about s

13
(E). 

(i) s
13

(E) ~ const 11001: ·-

(i) s13(E) ~ p(E), where p(E) is the level density in the 
daughter nucleus (ref . 11°11); and 

(iii) S~(E) determined within the context of the gross
theory of {3-decay 1 1°2~ So far, in determining, on the basis 
of (5.1), the fission barrier heights B~ax from the experi
mental P /3-df values one used 113·17/ only the assumption of 
s8 (E) =Const over the entire range of accessible energies or 
aOove cut-off energy E~C = 26-9'2 MeV 11031 (for even-even 
daughter nuclei) given by pairing effects. It is clear that 
the assumption of s13(E) ~const substantially simplifies (5. I): 
in this case S~(E) is left out of consideration at all. At 
the same time, the large number of experimental and theoreti
cal studies shows 11041 that, contrary to assumptions (i)-(iii) 
about the "smooth" shape of S f3 (E) , the Gamow-Teller {3-decay 
strength function may have, especially in the case of spheri
cal and almost spherical nuclei, a pronounced resonance struc
ture due to collective states such as core~polarized and back 
spin-flip states. The detailed consideration of a large variety 
of aspects concerning the shape of the strength function S~(E) 
and its consequences for nuclear physics and astrophysics ~s 
contained in the collection of papers 11041 edited by Klapdor, 
to which we refer for further bibliography and details. 

For the nuclei undergoing f3DF, the microscopic calculations 
of the Gamow-Teller strength functionS EcCE) were performed by 
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Klapdor et al. 1105,106/ and Naumov et al/1°7:rn particular, for 
the neutron-deficient nuclei 232 Am , 240 Bk , 244,248 Es , and 
248Md that undergo fission following EC, it was shown 1.06,107/ 
that the strength function SEC (E) has a narrow main maximum 
at an excitation energyE0 -2.5 MeV (the QEC values lie in the 
range 4-5 MeV for all of these nuclei), the amplitude of other 
peaks in SEc(E) being smaller by several tens of times. The 
location of the main maximum of E0 , in general, depends 
sooner on the N rather than Z of the nucleus; in paricular, E0 increases as one moves farther from the line of {3 -stability 
in the direction of neutron deficit but it remains by about 
1.5-2.5 MeV below the value of QEC 1 1°71. However, these calcu
lations have been performed neglecting deformation. Of course, 
the above-mentioned nuclei are deformed in the ground state 
({3 2 .,0.2-0.3) and, consequently, it can be expected that taking 
into account the deformation effect will lead to a spreading 
of the peaks in SEC(E), so that the FWHM will be -1-2 MeV. 
Nevertheless, for deformed nuclei, the ratio of the "peak" 
to "background" areas in SEC (E) is also expected to be suf
ficiently large, of the order of 100 or more 11061 • 

It now should be noted that macroscopic-microscopic calcu
lations (see, .e.g. / 1081 ) pre,dict a spherical ground state 
for nuclei with Z close to 82 and/or N close to 126. Therefore, 
in the nuclear region proposed for investigation, the main 
maximum of S Ec<E) may be rather narrow. If this is really the 
case, the problem of extracting G f (E) and then B 7ax on the 
basis of (5.1) will again be simplified to some extent and 
the resulting value of '0 f (E) will be referred to a compara
tively narrow excitation energy range around E 0 . 

In general, the shape of the real strength function may 
strongly differ from the assumption of S 8 (E) ~const. For the 
time being, there are no results of the determination of fission 
barrier heights from experimental P~-df values taking into 
account the real structure of the strength function. Therefore, 
the problem of the concrete quantitative influence of diffe
rent assumptions concerning the shape of S ~(E) on the uncer
tainty of the sought result, strictly speaKing, remains open. 
So far, only separate comments have been made on this problem 
and a qualitative conclusion /106,l0 7/ has been drawn that the 
fission barrier heights extracted from the present {3DF measu
rements taking the resonance structure S13(E) into account do 
not contradict those calculated by the macroscopic-microscopic 
method, 

In summary, our consideration shows that the experiments 
aimed at studying the f:lDF of nuclei with Z > 80 and N < 126 
can be carried out with a very high sensitivitY. However,-in 
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terms of data analysis, ~DF as a method of the experimental 
determination of the fission barrier amplitudes, needs a con
siderable development in many respects, as has been emphasized 
in this section above. Finally, the detection of the {3DF of 
nuclei with Z>80 and N<126 with sufficient probability may 
offer a uniqu; possibility for a wider investigation of the 
characteristics of low-energy fission for those nuclei that 
are rather exotic in their nucleon composition. These cha
racteristics comprise the fission fragment kinetic energy 
distributions, the distributions of prompt fission neutron 
numbers, etc. In view of the considerable changes expected to 
occur in the fission barrier shape, especially valuable is 
determination of the mass distributions of fission fragments 
and their correlations with the shape of the fission .barrier. 
However, a more detailed discussion of this interesting pos
sibility seems to be somewhat premature. 

6. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

The two unique circumstanc.es - the nearness to the closed 
proton or neutron shell and, at the same .time, a substantial 
remoteness (by about 20 or more neutrons) from the line of 
~-stability- attract extremely great interest to the experi
mental and theoretical investigations of the fission probabi
lities and barriers of nuclei lying in the region of Z > 80 
and N _:5126, These investigations are very important to clarify 
the isospin dependence of the macroscopic parts of the saddle
point and ground-state nuclear masses, the influence of the 
closed nucleon shell on the fission barrier heights of cold 
nuclei, the fissility of heated nuclei, the cross sections of 
(HI, xn) reactions, etc. In particular, they allow us to 
expose the closed (2=82) proton shell effects in very proton
rich nucleus (like 188 Pb ) and the (N ~ 126) neutron shell ef
fects in a very neutron-deficient nucleus (like 216Th ). The 
whole complex of these unsolved problems is closely related 
to the synthesis and investigation of the properties of SHE's 
in the region of Z > 110 and N~I84. 

We have shown that the most valuable possibilities for 
obtaining information on the fission barriers of very neutron
deficient nuclei with Z 2:80 and N S 126 are provided by the 
experimental ~DF investigations. In the given region of 
nuclei, such experiments can be performed with a sensitivity 
characterized by minimum cross sections of the order of 
1o-36 cm2 in detecting ~DF fragments, or by minimum ~DF bran
ching ratio values of the order of 10-9 in favourable cases. 
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The other approach based on the analysis of experimental data 
on the excitation functions of the (HI, xn) reactions yields, 
in general, much less direct information about the fission 
barrier heights. Moreover, if such an analysis is grounded 
only on the effective <rn;rr > quantities averaged over the 
neutron cascade, as in ref. /58/, the conclusions concerning 
the fission barriers and shell effects on r ;rr and other 
quantities become ambiguous especially in t~e case where 
the number of cascade stages X=~5. We have pointed out po
sitively that within the framework of such an approach·, most 
informative is the analysis of the energy dependence of the 
rn;rr or (rn ;rr )i values for each stage i of the neutron 
cascade, extracted from the experimental excitation functions 
of xn -reactions at minimum x values, x ,5. 2. 

In particular, to obtain information about the fission 
barrier heights in the region of transfermium elements this 
possibility so far seems to be the only one. For these ele
ments, one should use experimental data on excitation func
tions of (HI, xn) reactions induced by ions with A1 > 40 17 8--Si! 
such as Pb( 40Ar, 1-2n) Fm, Pb(48ca,1-2n)102, Pb( 50Ti,1-2D)104 and' 
others. Similar reactions leading· to slightly excited nuclei 
can be materialized also in the region of the lighter nuclei 
including those with Z > 80 and N < 126. 

The ,8DF is a valuable tool for Obtaining information about 
the fission probabilities Gr(E)=rr;rt t at low excitation ener
gies (E::; 10 MeV), about the fission °barrier am~litudes B~a~ 
and, in principle, about the mass and energy distributions and 
other properties of fission from quite uncommon nuclei. The 
advantages of ,8DF can be used most ful.ly in investigations 
of those nuclei which, in Z or N,are close to the magic ones 
and, at the same time, are considerably removed from the line 
of {3 -stability, and this just takes place in the region of 
Z > 80 and N < 126 proposed by us for investigation. The 

methods of the analysis of experimental data on the ,8DF bran
ching ratios, however, need a considerable development in many 
respects. In particular, it is necessary to determine the 
partial widths of the competing decay channels of the states 
populated via EC (,8+) transitions, such as the emission of f3-
delayed a -particles and/or protons. On the other hand, the 
measurement of the energy spectra of these particles could 
allow one· to obtain information on the ,8-decay strength func
tion direct for the nuclei undergoing ,8DF. The real structure 
of S,a(E) should be taken into account in the extraction of 
G (E) and B ~ax from the experimental ,8DF branching ratios, 
arid therefore, further theoretical and, particularly, experi
mental investigations of the ,8-decay strength functions are 
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of great interest. Then there will be a hope that by investi
gating ~DF one can obtain information about fission barriers 
with an accuracy characteristic of experiments.aimed at study
ing the fission probabilities in direct reactions. 

We take pleasure in thanking Professor G.N.Flerov for his 
attention to the pre·sent work and for stimulating discussions, 
and Dr. Yu.V.Naumov for discussions of various problem~ con
cerning the ,8-decay strength function and its role in the 
analysis of {3 -delayed phenomena. We are also grateful to 
Dr. V.V.Pashkevich for numerous discussions of the theoretical 
aspects of the fission barrier problem. Thanks are also due to 
L.Pashkevich for her help in preparing an English version of 
this paper. 
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